To attach new canopy:

1. Remove all existing bolts, washers, nuts and "S" hooks from the existing canopy. There should be: 1 canopy frame, 1 crossbar, 4 "S" hooks, 4 bolts, 4 washers, 4 nuts and 1 finial top. Any foreign substance to the canopy fabric may render the flame-resistant properties ineffective.

2. Reassemble the canopy frame: Take the long crossbar into the pocket of the canopy and make sure the top crossbars are between two of the assembled leg posts as shown. Count the remaining three frames to the brackets of the assembled leg posts as shown, and insert a bolt through the U-bracket, a bracket. Line up the holes. For each hole place four long top frame bars into the U-bracket. Assemble the bracket. Insert bars of canopy frame through the hanging ring on each long top frame bar. Pull down the edges of the canopy (A) to make sure the top crossbars are between the assembled leg posts as shown, and insert the finial top onto the top of the canopy (A). Tighten the finial top onto the top of the canopy (A), and spread the canopy top to the location. Take the gazebo down during high winds or inclement weather or it may be damaged.

3. Place the assembled canopy onto the top of the frame (B). Slip the sleeves of the wind vent canopy. Pull down the short bars of canopy frame into the frame (B). Then insert the top crossbars. Hang an "S" hook through the hanging ring on each long frame bar. Pull down the edges of the canopy (A). Insert bars of canopy frame through the hanging ring on each long top frame bar. Pull down the edges of the canopy (A). Insert bars of canopy frame through the hanging ring on each long top frame bar. Pull down the edges of the canopy (A) and make it cover the top frame (B).

To remove original canopy:

1. Place the assembled canopy onto the top of the frame (B). Slip the sleeves of the wind vent canopy. Pull down the short bars of canopy frame into the frame (B). Then insert the top crossbars. Hang an "S" hook through the hanging ring on each long frame bar. Pull down the edges of the canopy (A). Insert bars of canopy frame through the hanging ring on each long top frame bar. Pull down the edges of the canopy (A) and make it cover the top frame (B).